
 

All Art homework is purposeful and supports learning. It is never set for the sake of setting homework. Art homework 
should be accessible for all pupils. 

If a pupil fails to meet a homework deadline, or if homework is completed to a poor standard, a warning will be 
issued on Synergy in the first instance. If this happens again in the same half term, the pupil will be given a detention 
with the class teacher. The intention of this detention is not to be punitive but rather to support the pupil in 
completing the work on time and to the required standard. 

What does homework look like in KS3 Art? 

KS3 pupils receive approximately two homework assignments per term which link to and support, enrich or extend 

the main art curriculum delivered in lessons. 

Pupils are expected to spend approximately 20 minutes on art homework per week; therefore, if the task is estimated 

to take 60 mins, 3 weeks will be designated to complete it. Art Homework tasks are varied but accessible to all.  

Homework tasks are issued to KS3 pupils with visual communication, detailed exposition, success criteria, exemplars 

and reference material they can access at home (PPT slide snips, exemplars uploaded on Teams or Synergy). Teachers 

specify whether a particular task should be uploaded digitally or physically submitted. 

 Examples of ks3 Art Homework include:  

• collecting object/materials 

• observational drawing 

• designing 

• image bank/mood board production 

• photoshoot 

• assemblage 

• artist/designer research. 

What does homework look like in GCSE Art? 

Homework and classwork are fully integrated within a GCSE Art Project. All GCSE Art pupils should complete between 

1-2 hours of homework each week to ensure that they do not fall behind. 

Examples of KS4 Art Homework: 

• gallery visit 

• completion of classwork 

• sketch book presentation 

• collecting objects/materials 

• photoshoot 

• photo editing 

• artist/Designer analysis & research 

• writing evaluations  

• sketch book annotation 

• artist statements 

• responding to specific ‘mini project’ Fine Art brief. 

Homework in ART 


